PARLIAMENTARY  REPUBLIC
Processes imported from abroad for the manufacture of steel
gave a strong stimulus to the metallurgical industries by making
it possible to use iron ores containing phosphorus; they now be-
came capable of producing in very large quantities a great variety
of tools and utensils, agricultural machinery and implements,
hardware, sewing-machines, rails, bridges, and metal girders, the
latter of which revolutioni2ed construction by substituting metal
and, later, reinforced concrete for stone and wood.
Steam and electricity had revolutionized the mechanical in-
dustries, and chemistry was producing a similar change in such
industries as the distillation of alcohol or of the by-products of
coal, bleaching, tanning, dyeing, and the manufacture of pottery
and glass, explosives, perfumery, medicines, sugar, soap, oils, tar,
preserved foods and paper. Photography created a new art which
brought the portrait within the reach of every family. The pro-
duction of industrial articles increased at a pace and to an extent
which would have appeared incredible half a century earlier.
The most amazing invcntions3 realizing the boldest dreams of
man, such as wireless telegraphy, the loud-speaker, the phonograph,
the cinematograph, the road motor, the aeroplane, the submarine,
radiography, and electrolysis, had not yet had time to produce
their effects upon society.
Just as technical progress has multiplied the productive power of
industry, so transport by steam-power and new means of communi*
cation by telegraph, and afterwards by telephone, have given a
prodigious stimulus to trade and credit. Wholesale trade has been
entirely transformed by rapid transit and the arrival at the ports
and railway stations of an unprecedented mass of goods. The
markets in which the French sold their products and purchased
articles for their own consumption have expanded till they em-
brace the whole world, and the volume of international trade,
in the shape of imports and exports, has continued to increase
rapidly.
Retail trade has become transformed in character through the
creation of large general stores, known in France as grands
magosins, which bring together in the same establishment an
extraordinary variety of articles, exposed for sale to the public at
marked prices. These were originally shops for the sale of gro-
ceries, haberdashery, or fancy drapery goods (nouwautk), which
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